Assistant Principal Message:
Dear Parents and Guardians,
This week the staff at Melton West Primary have been learning about the SAFEMinds resource available to both parents and
teachers.
What is SAFEMinds?
SAFEMinds is a learning and resource package for schools and families that aims to:
 enhance early intervention mental health support for children and young people in schools; specifically regarding mild
mood disorders (anxiety and depression) and self-harm
 increase engagement of parents and carers with schools to more effectively support their child’s mental health; and
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 develop clear and effective referral pathways between schools and community youth and mental health services.
It provides a suite of online materials for the whole school community, including teachers, school support staff and parents and
carers, as well as a range of targeted face-to-face professional learning opportunities. The package is underpinned by an early
intervention approach, NIP it in the bud!
Emotional distress affects children and young people and school communities every year. This may include mental
health issues such as anxiety and depression and self -harm behaviours. These issues have a significant impact on
the health and w ellbeing of children and young people, including their educational, development and w ellbeing
outcomes.
To support school communities to effectively identify and respond to the mental health needs of children and young
people, the Victorian government has partnered w ith headspace, the National Youth Mental Health Foundation to
deliver SAFEMinds: Schools and Families Enhancing Minds.
How can SAFEMinds help me?
 SAFEMinds Online uses an immersive, video-based experience, to tell a series of personal stories of children and young
people, their families and teachers. There are targeted videos for primary school staff, secondary school staff and parents
and carers, which aim to develop knowledge and understanding about the many different forms of emotional distress
children and young people may experience, and how these might be presented. .



SAFEMinds: At Home will offer a series of parent information forums in various locations across Victoria to support
connections between parents and carers and schools and local mental health services. Parents and carers will be invited
to attend forums in which headspace will provide useful information about supporting children and young people
experiencing emotional distress, along with a panel of local mental health agencies who will provide information and
answer questions from families about the services they provide.

To access the full suite of SAFEMinds resources, please go to the SAFEMinds website When prompted for a password, enter
“SAFEMinds-Guest”. Once you are in the SAFEMinds site, click the ‘SAFEMinds Online’ tab to access the parent and carer videos
and toolkit resources.

Kind regards
Jennifer O’Connor
Assistant Principal MWPS
Prep-2 Learning Community

Message from our School Vice Captains
Hello everyone,
This week is the last week of Body Safety. Next
week we have the LSV Water Safety program
for grade 5/6’s at the Melton Wave pools. A
big thank you to all staff members that ran the
school disco last week on Friday, we had a
great time! A big thank you to Miss Henaway
for being the DJ.
Thank you
School Vice Captains
Brooklyn and Sherhrish

Getting it right in reading!
The benefits of listening to books

Marvelous Math’s

The Importance of Place Value

True or false, listening to books on cd or mp3 is not really
reading? If you answered false then give yourself a pat on
the back.
Reading is not just being able to decode or work out the
words on the page. Reading is about; understanding the
meaning behind those words, interpreting the author’s
purpose and understanding how those words come together to
create a fluent and comprehensive story or piece of
information. That is why it is also important for children to
listen to stories just as much as it is for them to individually
read them.

Place value is important because it helps children
understand the meaning of a number. If people just used
numbers randomly, no one would know which numbers
people meant. Place value is needed to understand the
order of numbers as well, for example, if someone offered
you $30 or $99, you would need to know that 99 is more
than 30 if you wanted the greater amount of money. Place
value knowledge is developed by representing (with
materials such as unfix, sticks and MAB) numbers in terms of
their place value parts, naming the numbers and recording
the numbers.
Place value is the idea that each digit in a number represents
a certain amount, depending on the position that it
occupies. Therefore, a number like 465 has a 4 in the
hundreds place, a 6 in the tens place, and a 5 in the ones
place. The digit 4, in the hundreds place, does not represent

Here are just some of the benefits for children listening to
books:
It gets kids excited about reading
Allows children to ‘read’ text beyond their decoding
(ability to work out and read the words) ability
Develops listening and concentration skills
Allows children to hear more advanced and extensive
vocabulary and develop meaning
When a book is read well, it can help the child learn
about punctuation, enunciation, and emphasis
Allows children, particularly those with an English as
a Second Language (EAL) background to hear clear
pronunciation and native speech patterns
Can expose children to genres or types of books that
they might not have read themselves.

4 – it represents 400. This idea is introduced to students in
order to help them manipulate numbers and solve
problems. If a child understands that 465 is actually
400+60+5, they can play around with this number more
easily.
The concept that numbers can be broken apart and put back
together gives the student a more solid understanding of
how different operations work. Not only that, but the
student can also figure out how to solve problems
independently by playing with the numbers. Once a child has
a good understanding of place value, he or she will have an
easier time with addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, expanded notation, etc.
Place value is the “why” behind the basics of mathematics.

Here are two websites that provide visual and auditory books
for students to listen to and read online. Or you can always
check out the audio book section at your local library.
http://www.storynory.com/
https://www.oxfordowl.com.au/

Any Inquiries please contact Tolley Cacavas at Melton West Primary School on 9743 5818.

